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Abstract

Statistical agencies seek to disseminate useful data while keeping low the
risk of statistical confidentiality disclosure. Recognizing that reidentification
of data is generally inadequate to protect its confidentiality against attack
by a data snooper, agencies restrict the data they release for general use.
Typically, these restricted data procedures have involved transformation or
masking of the original, collected data through such devices as adding noise,
topcodkg, data swapping, and recoding. Recently, proposals have been put
forth for the release of synthetic data, simulated from models constructed
from the original data. This paper gives a framework for the comparison
of masking and synthetic data as two approaches to disclosure liit ation.
Particular attention is paid to data utility and disclosure risk. Examples of
instantiation of masking and of synthetic data construction are provided to
illustrate the concepts. Particular attention is paid to data swapping. Insights
drawn from the Bayesian paxadigm are provided.

Keywords: CONFIDENTIALITY, DISCLOSURE LIMITATION, DATA SNOOPER, DATA
UTILITY, DISCLOSURE RISK, SYNTHETIC DATA, MATRIX MASKING, DATA AC-
CESS, HIERARCHICAL MODELS, MULTIPLE IMPUTATION.

1 Introduction

A statistical agency collects and maintains data from respondents under pledges
(implicit or explicit) of confidentiality. The purpose of dissemination of that data

1Throughout this paper, a respondent is used as a general term to refer to a unit of data
collection, e.g., individuals, households, individuals within households, establishments, etc.
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is to contribute information of a legitimate nature to the agency’s clients. Unin-
tended consequences of dissemination can occur if the released information allows
data snoopers to compromise the confidentiality pledge, thus making statistical
confidentiality y disclosures.

There are two major types of disclosures–identity disclosure and attribute dis-

closure. Identity disclosure occurs with the association of a respondent’s identity
with a disseminated data record. Attribute disclosure occurs with the association of
either an attribute value in the disseminated data or an estimated attribute value
based on the disseminated data with the respondent (Duncan and Lambert 1989,
Lambert 1993). In the case of identity disclosure, the association is assumed exa@.
In the case of attribute disclosure, the association can be approximate.

Disclosure risk is determined based on how the agency envisions the data snooper
making a disclosure, or on some measure of the percent of the population that could
be easily compromised due to the uniqueness of their attribute values. Duncan
and Lambert (1986, 1989) and Chen and Keller-McNulty (1998) develop specific
dkiclosure risk models. Finally, the released data will have more or less utility for
the user depending on the degree of perturbation from the original data and the
intended use of the data. The statistical disclosure limitation problem is to choose
a data release methodology in such a way that the disclosure risk is adequately low
while the statistical information (data utility) in the disseminated data is as high
as possible (Duncan and Fienberg 1999). This characterization of the problem is
displayed in Figure 1. Data utility is the value of the statistical information that
the agency provides to a legitimate user.

Original Data*

INo Data*
1 +

Data Utility
Figure 1. The statistical disclosure limitations problem

2 Released Data: Masked or Synthetic

We limit our discussion of methods for statistical disclosure limitation to two types:
synthetic constructions (Liew, Choi, and Liew 1985; Rubin 1993) and dlsclosure-
limiting masks (Duncan and Pearson 1993. These methods illustrate two funda-
mentally different approaches.
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2.1 Synthetic Data.

Rubin (1993) asserts that the possibility of identity disclosure can be eliminated
through the dissemination of synthetic data and proposes the release of synthetic
microdata sets for public use. This is because the synthetic data carries no direct
functional link between the original data and the disseminated data. However, the
release of synthetic data may still involve risk of attribute disclosure (Fienberg,
Makov, and Steele 1998).

The methodology for the release of synthetic data is simple in concept, but
complex in implementation. Conceptually, the agency would use the original data
X to estimate distributions to generate the synthetic data. We make two, seemingly
original and related, points:

1. It may well be desirable to make use of more than one distribution to generate
the synthetic data.

2. The distributions used to generate the synthetic data should be chosen to
anticipate the range of needs of the various data users.

On point 1, in every application in which the data area sample from some pop-
ulation, the agency cannot know with certainty the population distribution. Even
when the data are obtained from a census, a statistician would be comfortable with
the ideas that the whole census result can be thought of as having been generated
according to some probabilistic model. Further, in practice, census results are re-
plete with missing and inaccurate data. Each of these elements introduce stochastic
elements that should be modeled in generating synthetic data. So as not to mislead
the data user, this uncertainty should be reflected in the data released. Uncertainty
will exist in both model form and model parameters. Thk suggests the relevance
of hierarchical and mixture models. By releasing multiple samples, one from each
realization of a hierarchical model, the data user is directly exposed to this uncer-
tainty. Complexities arise in determining the number of samples to use and the
sample size for each.

On point 2, data users range widely in their choice of statistical techniques, both
because of their training and because of the research question they wish to address.
A data set, for example, that at first examination might suggest multiple regression,
would in the hands of one data analyst require fitting a complex nonlineax regression
model, while a second data analyst might focus on outliers. Not every, particularly
highly sophisticated use, use of the data can necessarily be accommodated, but the
agency should try to address the needs of a broad range of data users. This suggests
that in determining the form of the model to generate synthetic data, that the usual
criteria of being good for forecasting, control or providing scientific understanding
for a single analyst may not be appropriate. It also suggests that the usual strategies
employing Occam’s Razor and seeing parsimonious models may not be appropriate.
This leads to a rather different philosophy than the usual one for statistical model
building.

2.2 Disclosure-Limiting Masks

Direct transformations of data for confidentiality purposes are called discloswe-
limiting masks. Many of these transformations can be represented as matrix masks
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(Duncan and Pearson 1991), M = AXB + C, where X is a standard, say nxp,
data matrix. In general, the defining matrices A, B, and C can both depend on the
values of X and be stochastic. With masked data sets, there is a specific functional
relationship, possibly as a function of multiple records and possibly as a stochastic
function, between masked values and the original data. Therefore, the possibilities
of both identity and attribute disclosures remain, even though the risk of disclosure
may be substantially reduced.

To show some of the power of the matrix masking formulation we now indicate
how data swapping (Dalenius and Reiss 1982) can be cast in this form. To do this,
we need some relevant definitions.

Swapping Keys: Variables that are used to identify records that need to be
swapped.

Swapping Attm”bute: A variable over which swapping will occur.

Protected Variables: Other variables, which may or may not be sensitive.

Consider the following simple illustration.

swappingSwapping Prokxkd
Key Athibuk Variable..... ..+>.>.,.. .....,...s”>............ ...... -m..-.-.....----...=...=-..
Age Geography Income(K].%.+.,......... - ,.~’,+..,..,#,.- .. ..m=<.w...-....- .... ,- -,..,....
H ; 11 $89

43 11 $46

43 11 $32

37 12 $55

37 ~ 12 $40

Here the confidentiality concern is that a data snooper might have knowledge
of the names and ages of people in particular geographical areas. For example, the
data snooper may have access to the database on the left:
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M-hd ; 1! 21
. . .............. ...“..,.-.. ....

Then, because the 37 year-old in area 11 is unique on the key variable, the data
snooper could identi& this record and learn that thk person’s income was $89,000
per year. Under data swapping, the protected variables for this in&lviduaJ might be
swapped with those of the 37 year-old in area 1.2. The possibility that this swapping
has been done is intended to dissuade the data snooper from making a linkage, and
lower the public credib~lity in any claim by the data snooper of a valid identification.

Now let’s see how data swapping in a fairly general case can be formulated
as a matrix mask- Let Wij be the n x n matrix that permutes rows i and j of
the identity matrix I. Let il, ia ,..., i~ be an exhaustive sequence of indices of
candidates for swapping and jl, iz ,..., jK be corresponding swapping partners. Let
d = (61,&,... , c$~) be a refllzation of a Bernoulli(r) process. The parameter m can

be thought of as the swapping rate. Define W = E W~~j,. Then the masked form
k=l

for K potential swaps is M = WX, where X is the full original data matrix.

3 Statistical Disclosure Risk

To the agency, any disclosure is a loss. A statistical disclosure occurs as the result
of inferences made by a data snooper who has legitimate access to a disseminated
data product. Accidentally publishing names attached to records on a web site is a
disclosure but not a statistical disclosure. A measure of statistical disclosure risk R
is a numerical assessment of the risk of unintended disclosures upon dissemination
of the data.

A measure of disclosure risk is particularly useful when it can be related to a
parameter of some disclosure limitation scheme, providing a guide .to how much
disclosure limitation is required to achieve a certain reduction in disclosure risk.
For example, suppose the disclosure risk is assessed as the estimated percentage p
of the population uniques in the sample and that the data will be released with a
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disclosure limiting mask that adds noise to the data with zero mean and standard
deviation A By determining a functional relationship between p and A, we can find
the smallest value of A that reduces p to an acceptable level (Keller-McNult y and
Unger 1990 and 1993).

Under data swapping, there are a number of factors that affect dkclosure risk
(as well as data utility, which is considered in the next section). These include

● Policy about swapping keys

● Similarity among swapping attributes-between area variance

● Swapping rate

● Similarity of entities within swapping attributes–within area variance

An example of a swapping policy which parallels the example in Section 2.2 is as
follows:

●

●

●

●

A record is a candidate for swapping if its key variables are unique within its
swapping attribute value.

A record is a potential swapping partner if it has the same key variables.

A single possible partner is selected at random from among potential swapping
partners.

Protected variables are swapped with probability r .

What is the disclosure risk under such a policy? Suppose that the data snooper
says, “The income of Eve Finn, age 37 in Area 11, is .__-.” An identity disclosure
would be directly related to the data snooper’s ability to correctly link Eve Finn
to her record in the agency’s database. An attribute disclosure would be related to
how close was the data snooper was to getting Eve Finn’s income correct.

4 Data Utility

The statistical disclosure limitation problem poses a fundamental challenge of low-
ering disclosure risk to an acceptable level while keeping the statistical information
(data utility) in the disseminated data as high as possible. Data utility measures
the extent to which the released data meets the needs of the user for statistical
information. If, for example, the data user is interested in estimating a population
parameter, we might take the data utility U to be measured by the reciprocal of
the mean squared error of the estimator employed by the data user.

5 Examples of Attribute Protection

In this section we examine some examples of statistical inference that are simple
enough to illustrate our concepts. Consistent with the notions of FiW’re 1, we assess
both data utility and disclosure risk under four scenarios for data dissemination.
These scenarios are (1) the original data, (2) data masked with additive noise, (3)
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synthetic data, and (4) swapped data. We assess data utility using mean squared
error (MSE). We take the disclosure risk to be the reciprocal of the mean squared
error achievable in the data snooper’s estimation problem.

In general, the data snooper wants to assess an attribute X for a specific indl-
vidual entity. The data snooper takes X to be drawn from the same population as
Xl, , X~. We can distinguish two cases: In the first case, the data snooper just
knows that X has the same distribution as the Xi. In the second case, the data
snooper knows more, specifically that the target value X is in fact one of the Xi.
The first case seems most appropriate when the data are a random sample with
small sampling fraction from a population and the data snooper cannot be sure
that the target entity is in the sample. The second case seems most appropriate
when the data are a census or a near census. In the framework illustrated in this
section we can develop results for either case. From the standpoint of the statistical
agency, however, the second case leads to Klgher disclosure risk and so adopting
that case is a conservative strategy. For that reason, and so that the exposition is
uncluttered, we provide results for the second “case.

6 Inference about a Mean

Original Data: The original data Xi, i=l,, n, is consideredto be generatedby an
uncorrelatedprocesswith each observationhaving meanp and standarddeviationo.

Data Utility: The data user is interested in estimating p withji = ~. The data
utility can” be expressed as U = $.

Disclosure Risk: Without additional prior knowledge about the value of X, the
data snooper assesses X as ~ The disclosure risk is then given by R = *=

()n
ff– 2. The prudent agency would have to consider R as a lower bound on thes

disclosure risk, since the data snooper may have prior knowledge about the value
of X and may possibly be able to link through various key variables to a specific
value Xi. Indeed, R will have an upper bound of infinity if the data snooper can
link X with certainty to a particular Xi. Thus, in circumstances where a2is small
and record linkage is considered possible, release of the original data would have
substantial disclosure risk and pose too much of a threat to confidentiality. In that
case, the data would have to be masked or some kind of synthetic data constructed.

Masked Data: Consider the case of adding noise. Take ~ = Xi + ~i, ei N
iid(O, A2), i = 1,. ... n.

Data Utility: Again, take the sample mean of the available data as the user’s
estimator. The data utility is U = ~Z~~~ .

Disclosure Risk: Consonant with the discussion for the original data case, the
disclosure risk R will depend on what the data snooper uses to assess X. It will
beR=

E(X:~z
= ~n_1)g2+A2 ,when the data snooper uses ~ to assess X. It

will beR= “1
E(X;–Y;)Z

= $ when the data snooper, knowing the index i matching
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the target X, uses Yi to assess X. It is tempting to think that the data snooper is
always better off, when knowing the index i, by using Yi to assess X. In fact, the
data snooper gains by using ~ whenever A2 z a2. Thus, adding sufficient noise can
reduce the advantage the data snooper may have in being able to do record linkage.

6.1 Synthetic Data:

Multiply-imputed synthetic data {Yij, i= 1, m; j = 1,..., k} is generated using
a hierarchical model approach. For this example, a univariate process with first
and second moments is chosen from a hypermodel for the parameters p and a.
This hypermodel can be thought of as the agency’s posterior distribution of these
parameters given the actual data.

Let Y~j w iid (pi.a2) , i = 1,2,..., m = number of samples; j = 1,2,..., k =
sample sizes. For simplicity, Y4j is generated with a assumed known. The param-
eter pi is generated from the agency’s posterior distribution with E (pi) = p , and
VW (pJ= a2.

Data Utility: Suppose a data user estimates p from the multiply-imputed data

by using ~ over all the released data. Take the estimator to be ~ = ~ ~ ~i..
i= 1

Then, E(P) = 1.3(E(~lpl,... , Nm)) = p. ‘Ilk gives a data utility of u = ~~a,.

Disclosure Risk-: Strictly speaking, identity disclosure cannot occur here because
a dwect link between X and a synthetic record is impossible. On the other hand,
the snooper may surmise that a particular set of “synthetic keys” has enough simi-
larity to the target (e.g., an outlier of some sort) ‘and choose to attempt an attribute
disclosure. Then, the data snooper in attempting to assess X based on the synthetic

data faces an expected mean squared error of E (E (X – %)2 lpi) = 02+ CZ2and

disclosure risk of R = ~,~ax.
. .

If instead the data snooper used ~ for the attribute

disclosure, the corresponding risk would be R = ~ ~,. When cr2> ~oz+~+= It(m-l) 7

the snooper benefits by using ~over Yij for the disclosure.

6.2 Consider a data swapping example.

We will demonstrate the relationship between data utility and disclosure risk using
the earlier simple swapping example in Section 2.2, and the swapping policy given in
Section 3. In that example there are two geographic areas, (with 3 and 2 respondents
each) , defined as candidate areas for corresponding swapping. One respondent in
area 11 is identified as a unique entry and may be swapped with a record in area
12, with probability m. This leads to the following results.

Identity disclosure loss =
{

1 if right, p=l–m
O if wrong, p = x ;

Expected Identity Disclosure loss = 1- T ;

Loss to data snooper = L =
{

(Original Value - Swapped Value)2, p = T
o, p=l–lr .
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Now the attribute disclosure risk can be derived based on squared error loss.
Let the original value to be distributed as (pl, a2), the swapped value to be dis-
tributed as (p2, 02), and assume the two to be uncorrelated. Then, E(L) =
m [202 + (pl —pJ’]. Note how the swapping rate m, the within area variation

U2, and the between area variation (P1 – #2)2 enter into this mean squared error.
The disclosure risk ‘is R = I/E(L) .

Consider the data utility in estimating PI – PZ, without and with dataswapping,
With no data swapping, the mean square error of the usual estimator is n2 (~ + ~) =

~u2 With data swapping, MSE = ~u2 + (~) 2 fi(pl – p2)2, and U = l/MSE.
Plotting U versus R as parametric functions of the swapping rate T results in a

graph with the appearance of the figure below. Imposing a maximum tolerable risk
yields an optimal swapping rate.

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2

13ataUtility

A statistical agency, like the U.S. Census Bureau, traditionally does not reveal
the swapping rate T. ‘From a decision theoretic standpoint, it is reasonable that
a risk averse snooper may act as if T were larger than it actually is. Thus by not
revealing the value of the swapping rate, the analysis above suggests that the agency
can get greater dkclosure protection.

7 Conclusions

This work has addressed the need that statistical agencies have to disseminate useful
data while keeping low the risk of statistical confidentiality disclosure. Recogniz-
ing that reidentification of data is generally inadequate to protect confidentitilty
against attack by a data snooper, agencies restrict the data they release to general
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data users. Typically, these restricted data procedures have involved transformation
or masking of the original, collected data through such devices as adding noise, top-
coding, data swapping, and recoding. Recently, proposals have been put forth for
the release of synthetic data, simulated from models constructed from the original
data. This paper gives a framework for the comparison of masking and synthetic
data as two approaches to disclosure limitation. Particular attention is paid to data
utility and disclosure risk. Examples are provided which illustrate the concepts by
putting forth quantitative measures of both data utility and disclosure risk. These
measures permit the agency to consider the tradeoffs between providing more useful
data to users and lowering the risk to confidentiality.
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